
Here is a sample of seven students’ responses to Exercise 3. 



Exercise 3 -- Temporal Mapping 2 
 
Pick an individual.  Create a temporal map of this individual’s activities taking data at 
regular, pre-defined moments for regular, pre-defined durations of time.  Just for today, 
do not sacrifice collecting data at these regular moments for anything that happens in-
between them.  In your analysis of your data later on, pay attention to the duration as 
well as the timing, sequence, recurrence, and cyclicality of this individual’s activities.  
Do not forget this last part of the assignment!  Be sure to look for any temporal patterns 
or insights your data may contain. 
 
(If you find it is too difficult to track multiple activities, feel free to select only one activity 
and track the individual’s behavior with regard to only that.) 
 
 
Report structure: 
 
Exercises in Behavioral Observation, Fall 2012 
Weekly Report Structure 
 
Your name, date of report, etc. 
Date of observation session 
Duration of observation session 
Location of observation session 
 
I.  Restate the assignment 
 
II.  Set the stage:  Tell me what you were looking for, what factors led to your 
observation choices, and what was going on around you and in the environment when 
you got started. 
 
III.  Report your specific observations 
 
IV.  Summarize any general insights you gained 
 
V.  Reflect back on the process:   What was most challenging for you?  What do you 
think worked especially well?  Were there any unexpected glitches or insights?  Is there 
anything you’d do differently if you did this again?  Is there anything you’d like to follow 
up on next time, perhaps something you’d like to know or some aspect of the process that 
you’d like to concentrate on? 
 
VI.  Attach (scanned, then printed) copies of your field notes. 
 
 



3.1  (John Dominski)  In this next response, the researcher puts his own twist on the 
classic approach to ethnographic notetaking to produce an excellent write-up.  In his 
notebook, he used different colors to track observations made during and after the data-
taking period.  He experiments with a technique to transfer this distinction to his write-up 
without actually alternating between black and green type.  In addition, he uses yellow 
highlighting in his report to indicate how often he needed to move to a different position.  
The result is that this student has provided himself with some very interesting data about 
the mechanics of this session at the same time that he got the data he was after. 
 
Note the incredible amount of detail provided in this write-up.  This researcher had 
already been trained in this approach to handling field notes, so we see a great example of 
it with the addition of interval research constraints.  He does not leave his toolkit to only 
wordsmithing, though.  Notice how his notes include sketches.  This was the first time he 
had done such a thing.  Taking a leap into the world of line drawings is to me one of the 
bravest things I see classically trained ethnographers do.  It’s a fun, satisfying moment for 
me when I see that happen.    



Assignment 3:  9-15-2009
Temporal Mapping 2:  Observing Jojo’s Troop

I. The assignment for today was called Temporal Mapping 2. We were to pick an individual 
chimp/gorilla and create a temporal map of this individuals activities by taking data at regu-
lar predefined moments for a regular predefined duration of time. In your analysis of the 
data later on, pay attention to the duration as well as the timing, sequence, recurrence, and 
cyclicality of this individual’s activities.

I chose to observe for 15 straight seconds then write till a two minute benchmark and repeat 
for another 15 seconds for the duration of one hour. I noted to myself how this might turn 
out, will it be too often?, too little time observing and too much writing? Shall find out...

II. This week I did not just dive in like last time where I immediately was drawn to Jojo. 
When we arrived at the habitat, Fred was already in a great spot watching Jojo and I had de-
cided not to watch him again this time. I was sort of drawn to this female gorilla who was 
sitting up against the glass as I started observing her and some others in the close proximity. 
She had been resting her foot on the glass with her leg extended lying with her back on the 
ground. Seemed fairly comfortable and was pressing her heel up against the glass too, 
smushing the seemingly one inch thick padding on her heels. I started a crude sketch of the 
foot and was intrigued by its micro qualities. One point one foot was grasping the other like 
i could grasp my hands, not interlocked but one set of fingers clasped around the other ex-
tended ones. I noticed the wrinkles where she could bend each separate finger/toe segment, 
with her nails crusted and worn. Her nails were fairly short, none extending past her finger-
tips, while I had remembered some of Jojo’s being longer. The large part of the foot itself 
looked like some sort of gourd, with a massive thumb sticking out the left side, and four 
similar shaped tri-segmented toes on the top. completely worn and looking like a giant cal-
lus, the bottom of her foot had many lines and wrinkles. I noticed the most padding on or 
near the heel area, as it must be where the most weight falls when moving normally.

III. After gazing wondrously at this ape’s foot for so long, I had just decided to observe her 
for the next hour (honestly had no idea of her name at this point nor her sex until I had seen 
one of the interns taking data about her). my data taking method for this week used two 
separate colors which I came up with this just as I started taking the data. Green was used 
specifically for the 15 second observation period where I would try and record in as much 
detail exactly what the gorilla was doing only during that time, and then would reflect upon/
fill in data with my black pen between the 15 second observation sessions. I found this to be 
a fairly efficient way to keep track of the specific times and the overall/in between move-
ments of this primate.

KEY FOR GREEN--BLACK PENS:  Green will directly follow benchmark time, Black 
will be followed by **. Yellow highlighting signifies every time I had to relocate because Ba-
hidi would move to a different area to either inside or outside of the habitat.



from 0:00 - 0:15 - the gorilla is facing away from the glass of the habitat laying down on the 
mulch on her right side. she is not moving very much during this duration but at the end of 
this 15 second period, she sits up suddenly then gets up. ** she moves up a ‘tree’ to sit on a 
large branch taking her less than 10 seconds to scale the structure.

2:00 - 2:15 - she is now facing away from the glass at about 10 feet off the ground on the 
branches, and is sitting up.  **she is sitting... then climbs higher in a few moments.

4:00 - 4:15 - she is chewing, bringing food to her mouth with her right hand, then seconds 
later she throws down the scrap to the mulch below. she gives a quick glance at me a couple 
of times, and at about the 15 second mark she ascends higher toward a different seat about 
20’ off the ground now. ** she is observing all around the habitat for a few moments, chew-
ing on scraps again. and she is also facing away from the glass where us tourist primates gaze 
in at her.

6:00 - 6:15 - she is now facing left, looking out to the outside area of the habitat still in the 
branch 20’ high. not much activity except her raising her left hand up to her mouth and 
chewing. **every so often she takes a look around the habitat and is chewing on scraps again.

8:00 - 8:15 - stretches out on branch, leaning back but is gripping on to something or resting 
each limb on a piece of branch. **scratches butt with left hand then hind leg and is laying on 
side

10:00 - 10:15 - just sits up and swiftly swings down from branch and steps outside **(at this 
point i couldn’t take any notes because I had to chase and find where she had ran off to)

12:00 - 12:15 - i am now outside, and I spot a gorilla that looks like the one I was watching, 
and it is sitting on the grass behind a large log where it can see to the side and in front. **at 
this point, i have a hunch that this might not be the same gorilla, and walked around to the 
other side of the outside habitat and was much more positive I had found the original go-
rilla. Just by the way it moved I felt that this was the one I was watching from before.

14:00 - 14:15 [quick sketch]- I find the one and she is standing with back legs slightly bent 
and front arms straight watching the other gorillas while picking at the grass.  **she is pick-
ing grass and eating it, and a few moments later a different gorilla runs over and she merely 
shoves it past her out of her way, hardly wasting any energy in doing so. it was more like a 
movement of her arm while the other one ran past sweeping at it when it passed by.

16:00 - 16:15 - she will grab grass, glance at it very momentarily and then put it in her mouth, 
she does this twice, then she did the same picking a couple more times but throw it on the 
ground twice. **she moves up the hill a little, and is now facing center of knoll outside, still 
picking at grass.

18:00 - 18:15 - she will sort/swipe and grab though the grass four to five times during the 15 
seconds and place each handful in her mouth. **gazing out toward others playing



20:00 - 20:15  [I had moved three times to get best view, starting on obs rail, then going all 
the way left, then going to bunker with glass on three sides and dirt-sponge marks on glass]- 
had suddenly jumped into some lower brush and leaves my vision, i have to relocate more 
around to left of outside habitat, all the way towards the left most edge of it. she is in the 
leaves and brush and was rather difficult to distinguish from the other couple gorillas down 
there. **i move over right into the concrete glass observation unit, and i look out the left 
panel of glass and have a clear view of her all the way down on the ground now, about 10’ 
down from where I am looking down from behind and above her.

22:00 - 22:15 - she walks up the slope and carefully tears off some leaves, and puts a couple of 
them in her mouth, leaving the rest in her left hand as she walks up toward the center of the 
knoll again.  **she is sitting momentarily on a large rock peering towards the inside habitat

24:00 - 24:15 - she slowly gathers and picks out of the grass with the right hand, and still has 
some leaves in her left, but eats what she is gathering with her right. **she is now sort of on 
the center of the knoll with trees and rocks surrounding the small upper area, and there are 
ropes and some structure above her head.

26:00 - 26:15 - she is momentarily still, then walks about four steps then sits down facing 
away from where I am now observing from. **she eats some of the leaves off the stems in 
her hand, i get a quick view of the stem and she looks to be taking the leaves off methodol-
ogically one by one.

28:00 - 28:15 [i move around from bunker to the right along path toward inside, but pause to 
watch her from the side] - goes from knoll slightly down slope and is still picking through 
the grass and she gives a quick nonchalant glance over in my direction. **she walks toward 
and looks at inside habitat and is about 20’ away, then a little more than five seconds later 
she move about five feet closer to the inside. she turns left and pauses by a tree

30:00 - 30:15 [i am inside at this point, watching her as she has her back to the inside habitat 
and standing on the sill] - she walks to the right and is still picking with her left hand at the 
grass and gives another nonchalant look over at me. **she turns and goes inside. she is stand-
ing on the doorway for a few moments with her hind feet on the sill separating inside from 
out.

32:00 - 32:15 [then she moves just outside so i can see her where i am technically still in the 
building and there is a large window to peer just outside, then she ended up going back to 
the inside habitat so i stay in that building and just move a few feet around to the glass on 
the other side] - she is just outside and to the left of the opening of the inside habitat, and 
now luckily i can view her while I am inside and looking through the glass. I now can see 
closely what she might have been collecting the whole time, they are bits of the chex cereal. 
**she walks back inside after gathering a few pieces of chex then sits down on the straw. she 
had grabbed the straw with one hand and moved it to where she would want to lay on it.

34:00 - 34:15 - she is dabbing at the ledge, where there are seeds (green pepper?) and very 
small scraps of lettuce or carrot, and she is picking at the seeds one by one with a finger ex-



tended then bringing it to her mouth, where sometimes the seed or scrap will fall off her 
finger before reaching its proper destination. **she eats a small scrap of lettuce and glances 
out at us tourists. she seems sort of picky, almost avoiding some of the greens. a few mo-
ments later she sits up.

36:00 - 36:15 - [no more than just the glass separating us no, very close in proximity) she is 
right next to the glass now but picking out food still. she suddenly gets up and ditches the 
straw she was using then walks over to the right (more inside of the habitat) and finds some 
more straw for her to lay on. **she sets down the straw and leans on some bamboo poles (ac-
tually steel). she gives an over the shoulder look out at us.

38:00 - 38:15 - she is looking to the left and has a just very slight head movements, down to 
the right, then back up center, to left, then center, up, down right. nothing drastic, but defi-
nitely not still, was as if she was just slightly looking around.

40:00 - 40:15 - not much movement here during the 15 seconds, but just after them, she sits 
up, readjusts and is sitting with her feet in her hands. **she is looking around now, and 
slightly has her bottom lip sticking out. she lays back down and on her right side/shoulder. 
her left arm picks momentarily at her ear/head. another gorilla lays down in front of her and 
she starts scratching her (in a nice way). I also see a couple of the Zoo Interns again and I 
ask what the names are of the two gorillas in front of me. I was studying Bahidi the whole 
time, and it was Suzie that laid down in front of her, Suzie is Bahidi’s daughter.

42:00 - 42:15 - she is looking around in front of her, towards Suzie, and will grab the fur of 
Suzie with left hand and observe it, touching her a few times in the 15 seconds. she also gives 
a quick glance out at us. **she is looking around the habitat, then out the window, then over 
and is then resting her chin on Suzie’s head.

44:00 - 44:15 - she peers out at us, and moves the other’s arm and is examining her fur, only 
inches away from her own face. (no more than 8”) **still looking very closely at the fur and is 
looking up and down the arm.

46:00 - 46:15 - she is now picking through the fur on Suzie’s leg near her knee. **her bottom 
lip is sticking out and she will pull/pick through the hair on Suzie and sometimes place what 
she finds in the fur on her tongue (not the tip, but rather sticking fingers into mouth placing 
on middle of tongue).

48:00 - 48:15 - Suzie reaches back and pulls her arm away (could Bahidi have caused a little 
pain from the hair pulling?). it was an instant reaction but Bahidi is still continually search-
ing through the fur of Suzie. **she looks out at us and then turns back to looking through 
the back fur of Suzie.

50:00 - 50:15 - Bahidi is scratching at her nose with her right index finger, and during this 15 
seconds, she moves her mouth/lips and moves tongue. **her right foot is touching suzie and 
will sometimes move to scratch her behind (nice way). she also extends one arm stretching 
outward to a bamboo pole away from the direction of Suzie.



52:00 - 52:15 - she is playing with her lips again, and picks at her teeth for a second. **she 
glances crosswise out at me for a moment, then proceeds to scratch her butt with left hand.

54:00 - 54:15 - her left arm is behind her head and her right one is touching suzie, looking 
through her fur. **she stretches and extends her arm backward again, but remains relatively 
still.

56:00 - 56:15 - she moves and scratches her chin, then places her left wrist under her chin 
and now both her feet are touching Suzie as they are both laying down facing right. (see 
quick sketch)

58:00 - 58:15 - (i make quick sketch of her position in green) **she is laying down. then mo-
ments later she glances up at other gorilla, then sits up in unison with Suzie as another one 
passes over head and few moments later she gives a quick look directly out at us.

60:00 - 60:15 - she is sitting up and gazing around, another quick sketch in green of her mas-
sive brow/tuft of hear on back of her head. **she lays back down in conjunction with Suzie. 
This time they are positioned opposite of what they were, now with Bahidi in front of Suzie 
where she can now scratch her mom’s back.

IV-V. One challenging part of this assignment was that I thought I had picked a slow mov-
ing primate, but Bahidi turned out to be rather mobile. I also think that 15 second observa-
tion times was a bit too short, perhaps 20-25 seconds with 1.5 mins of writing would have 
been better. I found that during the 15 second scheduled observation sessions, she would be 
doing very little, but outside of those she would move elsewhere, climb, get attacked by an-
other primate, etc... I did find it helpful to be keeping track of regularly timed intervals to 
show in a new way how movements happen throughout time. I wonder that since gorillas 
dont count seconds nor minutes nor years, what parts of their ontology rely on an interval? 
simply, can we know what they know? they understand that they get fed on some sort of re-
curring pattern, but in the wild, they must eat when they get hungry, not when something 
decides to feed them? the timing we impose on these animals is built into the ecology of the 
environment at the zoo, and they accept it living as ‘happy’ gorillas. what could it feel like to 
have a different set of patterns of time imposed on you, especially if you were a gorilla? we 
know they:  sleep, awake, feed, play, nap, play, feed, nap, play, sleep... or something in some 
sort of recurring pattern that cycles throughout our humanly defined years? we as humans 
know people age and we ask how old they are, gorillas cannot do that because they have no 
such concept, but we can tell how ‘old’ a gorilla is by doing certain tests with their blood/
body im sure. gorillas do not form their hierarchy simply because someone is older than 
them (a subjective human notion) but rather because the giant silverback was made to kick 
the shit out of anyone challenging his authority. this is how these primates naturally are. 
they must realize though that things do pass away, but someone will be there to take the 
spot when vacant. when a silverback ages and becomes weaker during his later years, other 
members of the group must step up and take that one’s place. i wonder if there is a sort of 
liminality of young silverback passing into full group leader, during a time when old silver-
back is in a liminal period between end of life and death.












